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dawn of justice will also see the return of ben whishaw (dr. jekyll in the invisible woman) playing the role of dr. walter finch, a research scientist who lives in the home of bruce wayne. the previous version of the character was played by guy henry in batman returns, and if finch is in wayne bruce's home then it indicates he
may also be superman's biological father. finch later appears in man of steelas zods first incarnation before being killed by general zod with his fellow kryptonians at the end of the previous film. a special screening of the films footage took place at the warner bros studios in burbank on august 23rd, and although the footage is
reportedly being kept under wraps until the beginning of september, reports from the event indicate that none of the footage will be featuring an extended universe version of either batman or superman, with the footage instead mainly centred on the movies heroes. it will definitely be interesting to see how the final product
ultimately turns out and whether the hype-train surrounding the film takes off with the quality of the movie. given superman is one of the most popular characters in the world right now, with the last film in the dc universe doing over $740 million worldwide, it would be a shame to make a sub-par sequel. hopefully snyders film
will do a lot to resurrect the brand, and if the rumours about the films cast are true, then a sequel is in no way a bad thing. what are your thoughts on the batman v superman film? zack snyder recently told gq that he's planning to shoot a superman vs. batman epic. a few years back, warner bros promised a comic-book
interpretation of the justice league with one of the big four dc characters as their focus. the man of steel director said at the time of the production: "superman would be the beating heart of it."
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the most recent episodes of the walking dead and community were recorded before last week's season finales. at this week's upfronts, netflix announced that the first original series from michael chernuchin, marvel's daredevil, would be coming to the streamer this year, with it's first episode expected to debut on june 10.
house of cards and the blacklist producer carl beverly was named president of the streamer, which took over the majority of netflix's tv and movie operation when the company's 2012 investment in the content studio moved into production . netflix's binge-viewing culture is clearly being embraced by the service, with the

company reporting massive increases in its subscriber base in the most recent quarter. the following week, the streamer also announced that a co-production from j.j. abrams and michael bay would be coming to the streamer with a 13-episode first season debuting in april. teaser trailers were already released for batman v.
superman: dawn of justice, suicide squad, the hunger games: mockingjay part 1 and gravity, but today releases editor-in-chief rick snyders talks of all the trailers'secret' identities. read more here producer charles roven has confirmed that, due to time constraints, the scripts were not ready for the film to be shot back-to-back
with man of steel. making a film in such a compressed schedule is not unprecedented; david yates had to do the same for harry potter and the deathly hallows part 2 to film harry potter and the half-blood prince. however, the situation with justice league is unique for both its expanded cast and work-rate, leading us to believe
that the warner bros. playbook is probably less about time than it is about script: iron man ( acclaimed for its technical presentation ) is being touted as an all-digital superhero effort, but everything about iron man is scaled down and economical. the same can be said of batman v superman s under-development. 5ec8ef588b
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